COOKIE POLICY
Last updated 2019-05-12
In the following, you can read about how aroundIT AB handles cookies and similar technologies.
Cookies and similar techniques
We use cookies and similar technologies on our website and in our web services. Here we explain
how we use cookies and what choices you can make regarding our cookies. If you only visit our
website www.aroundit.com, we process data such as browser settings and platform as well as usergenerated data, such as click and visit history.
What are cookies?
Cookies are small text files consisting of letters and numbers. Cookies are normally used to improve
the website for the user, for example to be able to adapt a website to the visitor's wishes and
choices. These text files are sent from aroundIT or our partners' web servers and saved on your
computer as shown below.
There are different types of cookies:
•
Session cookies are a temporary cookie that expires when you close your browser or device.
•
Permanent cookies are cookies that remain on your computer until you delete them or they
expire or are deleted.
•
First-party cookies are cookies set by the website you visit.
•
Third-party cookies are cookies set by a third-party site. Cookies that are used, for example,
to collect information for advertising and tailored content as well as for web statistics can be
so-called third-party cookies.
•
Web beacons are small transparent graphic images that can be found in emails we send to
you.
•
Similar technologies are technologies that store information in your browser or in your
device in a way similar to cookies.
Read more about cookies https://pts.se/sv/privat/internet/integritet/kakor-cookies/.
Why do we use cookies?
The cookies we use normally improve the web-based services we offer. Some of our services need
cookies to work properly, while others improve the services for you. We use cookies and similar
technologies for overall analytical information regarding your use of our services and to save
functional settings such as language and other information. We also use cookies to be able to direct
relevant marketing to you.
We mainly use the following cookies:
Necessary cookies
These cookies do not identify you as an individual. These cookies guarantee functions, which are
necessary for you to be able to use the website and which, among other things, ensure that the
various functions on the website that you want to use are displayed in a version that has broadbandrelated data quantity that corresponds to the internet connection you use. In addition, such cookies
can ensure that, if you change pages, change from http to https. In addition, this type of cookie
stores your decision regarding the use of cookies on our website.
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Google Analytics
These cookies are used to collect information about how visitors use our website.
Data is collected anonymously and reports are compiled on the number of visitors, time on the page
and which pages have been visited. For more information about Google's privacy policies, visit
https://policies.google.com/privacy?hl=en.

Disclaimer
English machine translation made from Swedish original text. In the event of any deviations from
the original text, it is the Swedish version that applies.
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